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INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 These closing submissions are made on behalf of Christchurch City 

Council (Council) in respect of the Stage 2 and 3 General Rules and 

Procedures Proposals (General Proposals) and the Specific 

Purpose (Golf Resort) Proposal (Golf Resort Proposal).  These 

submissions are the third and final part of the Council's closing 

submissions on these topics.   

 

1.2 The submissions address: 

 

(a) general noise (non-airport related noise); 

(b) airport noise;  

(c) the Golf Resort Proposal;  

(d) aircraft protection. 

 

1.3 As the Panel will be aware, the Council and submitters have 

continued to work together and further agreements have been 

reached in a number of instances.  In particular, in relation to engine 

testing noise from the Christchurch International Airport, substantial 

agreement has been reached between the Council, Christchurch 

International Airport Limited (CIAL), and Air New Zealand (Air NZ).   

 

1.4 These closing legal submissions largely address the remaining areas 

of disagreement between the parties on the various topics.   

 

1.5 The following documents will be filed with these submissions or 

delivered separately to the Panel: 

 

(a) Appendix 1 – Table showing other airports' and ports' 

approach to acoustic insulation of nearby dwellings; 

 

(b) Appendix 2 – an annotated version (Comparison 

Document) of the airport noise provisions, which sets out 

the Council, CIAL and Air NZ's preferred provisions with 

commentary by the Council; 

 

(c) Appendix 3 – an updated section 32 report for the general 

noise provisions and a section 32AA table; 
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(d) Appendix 4 – an updated addendum to section 32 report 

which addresses airport related noise, and in particular 

engine testing provisions;  

 

(e) Appendix 5 – a redlined combined version of revised 

Chapter 6; 

 

(f) Appendix 6 – a clean combined version of revised Chapter 

6; 

 

(g) Appendix 7 – redlined version of the revised Guest 

Accommodation chapter; 

 

(h) Appendix 8 – a clean version of the revised Guest 

Accommodation chapter;  

 

(i) Appendix 9 – consequential amendments to other 

proposals or decisions; 

 

(j) Appendix 10 – updated accept/reject tables; 

 

(k) Appendix 11 – updated planning maps (scheduled activities 

and water body setbacks); 

 

(l) Appendix 12 – a redline version of the revised Specific 

Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone; and 

 

(m) Appendix 13 – a clean version of the revised Specific 

Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone. 

 

1.6 We note that the revised Guest Accommodation chapter contains an 

error which relates to the extent of the Avon Hotel shown in Appendix 

14.10.30.  This issue will be covered in a separate memorandum as 

will a typographical error in earlier closing submissions. 

 

1.7 The Council also notes that there are a number of minor 

consequential amendments that will be necessary to other proposals 
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to ensure consistency with Chapter 6. This will also be the subject of 

a separate memorandum to the Panel. 

 

2. NOISE (GENERAL) 

 

Temporary military training activities  

 

2.1 As noted in the Crown's closing submissions, the Crown and Council 

have agreed to a package of rules for temporary military training 

activities (TMTAs), which include the Crown's proposed setbacks.  

One point of disagreement remains which is the noise limits.   

 

2.2 The Crown now seeks noise limits of 80 dB LAmax daytime, and 60 dB 

LAmax night time (which have been reduced from 95 dB LAmax daytime, 

and 65 dB LAmax night time).  The Council's position is that limits of 

65 dB LAmax daytime, and 50 dB LAmax night time are appropriate.   

 

2.3 The Council recognises that the Panel's task in setting the final noise 

limit is difficult because both the Crown's and Council's positions on 

the noise limits are informed by expert acoustic witnesses who 

appear to hold differing professional opinions in good faith.  It is 

Mr Camp's view that the noise levels proposed by the Crown would 

lead to significant adverse effects, whereas Mr Hunt considers the 

noise levels reasonable.  

 

2.4 The Council was able to accept the Crown's proposed setbacks 

because on further review of the noise information provided to the 

Council, the Council's noise limits would be largely achieved if TMTAs 

are conducted in accordance with the setbacks.1   

 

2.5 Given that NZDF will substantially comply with the Council's limits by 

using the setbacks, the Council submits that is an indication that the 

Council's limits are appropriate to prevent adverse noise effects on 

neighbouring properties.  Therefore, the Council submits that its noise 

limits should be used to cover situations where NZDF cannot rely on 

the setbacks.   

                                                                                                                                                
1  Unfortunately, on review of the Crown's evidence and submissions that raw information does not appear 

to be before the Panel.  The Council would be happy to make the information available to the Panel if it 
considered it useful.  
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2.6 The characteristics of gun fire noise are well known and regularly 

accounted for in setting noise limits for firing ranges.  In light of those 

characteristics, Mr Camp's evidence was that he recommends 

daytime limits of 50 to 55 dB LAmax for shooting ranges.2   

 

2.7 The Crown's closing submissions and Mr Hunt's answers to questions 

distinguish gun-shot noise (and other similar noise from military 

activities) from that of a firing range due to the temporary nature of 

TMTAs.  It is submitted that the distinction is not as clear as the 

Crown suggests.   

 

2.8 The agreed rules include a maximum duration of 31 days.  It is also 

Mr Owen's evidence that NZDF use the same locations repeatedly for 

efficiency purposes.3  Accordingly, affected neighbours could be 

subject to a month of gunshot and explosion noise every year at 

levels beyond what is considered acceptable for regular shooting 

activities.  In these circumstances, it is submitted that Mr Camp's 

recommended noise limits are more appropriate. 

 

2.9 The Crown and Council reached an agreement in relation to 

helicopter movements associated with TMTAs whereby they are 

excluded from the helicopter movement rules provided they comply 

with NZS6807:1994 "Noise Management and Land Use Planning for 

Helicopter Landing Areas". 

 

Helicopter Movements 

 

2.10 Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust and Akaroa Civic Trust 

(the Trusts), seek a number of amendments to the rules for 

helicopter movements as set out in their closing submissions.4   

 

2.11 As the Council understands the Trusts' closing submissions, the 

Trusts seeks to: 

 

                                                                                                                                                
2  Mr Camp Rebuttal, paragraph 11.5. 
3  Mr Owen EIC, paragraph 4.14. 
4  Rod Donald Banks Peninsula Trust and Akaroa Civic Trust closing submissions, paragraphs 3 to 6. Ms 

Andrew EIC, paragraph 13.44; Agreed proposition during cross-examination (Transcript, 11 March 2016, 
page 48. 
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(a) permit any helicopter movements for emergencies; 

 

(b) permit any helicopter movement associated with 

construction, farming, existing forestry or maintenance of 

buildings or utilities; and 

 

(c) delete the Council's larger permitted number of helicopter 

movements which are further than 450 m from a residential 

dwelling. 

 

2.12 Helicopters used for an emergency and as air ambulances are 

exempt in the Council's proposed noise rules.5 

 

2.13 The Council maintains that it is not appropriate to exempt helicopter 

use for farming (and the other activities listed in paragraph 2.11(b) 

above) from the noise rules. The Council's evidence is that its 

permitted movements will be sufficient for farmers to undertake their 

normal farming activities.6  In the Council's submission, unlike 

emergencies, there is no reason why helicopter movements for 

farming, construction, forestry or maintenance of buildings or utilities 

should be excluded from the permitted limits.  

 

2.14 The Council submits its proposed larger number of permitted 

movements which are further than 450 m from a dwelling are 

appropriate.  Providing for further movements at a greater distance as 

a permitted activity reduces the need for resource consent where the 

effects on neighbours will be less (due to the increased distance).  It 

is Mr Camp's view that this two stage approach is appropriate.7 

 

Special audible character 

 

2.15 The Council refers to its opening legal submissions on this matter.8  In 

the Council's submission, questioning of the relevant acoustic 

witnesses confirmed the appropriateness of the Council's approach, 

which is that the special audible character adjustment 

(SAC adjustment) is not necessary in the proposed Replacement 

                                                                                                                                                
5  Rule 6.1.3.2 a. iv. 
6  Mr Camp EIC, paragraph 4.13 and 4.14; Ms Andrew rebuttal, paragraphs 9.4 to 9.8.  
7  Mr Camp EIC, paragraph 13.2. 
8  At paragraphs 2.7 and 2.8. 
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District Plan (pRDP) with the Council's proposed noise limits.  This is 

discussed further below. 

 

2.16 The SAC adjustment which imposes a maximum penalty of 6 dB but 

effectively requires an acoustic expert to determine whether it is 

engaged at all and what the described penalty should be.  Whether 

the SAC adjustment is engaged by a particular noise source, and to 

what extent a penalty should be imposed, is a potential area of 

dispute between experts,9 which can increase consenting costs and 

complexity.   

 

2.17 The Council's simpler approach relies on a relatively conservative 

general maximum noise limit of 50 dB for all residential and rural 

zones, instead of 55 dB which is used in other parts of the country,10 

and removes a potential source of debate from the noise rules.  If the 

SAC adjustment were to be included with a higher general noise limit 

of 55 dB, in situations where the SAC adjustment applied, the final 

noise limit would be similar to the general noise limit proposed by the 

Council, because the maximum penalty is 6 dB.  

 

2.18 It was also Mr Camp's evidence that the introduction of the SAC 

adjustment would necessitate a complete review of the noise limits.11  

The Council's approach has been successful in Christchurch for some 

time and it is Mr Camp's view that no change is needed.12 

 

Ventilation systems 

 

2.19 As noted in KiwiRail's closings submissions, following the hearing: 

 

(a) two expert joint witnesses statements were filed which 

included a revised section 32 assessment; and 

 

(b) there are two points of difference between the Council and 

KiwiRail for the ventilation provisions, which relate to: 

 

(i) sound levels for ventilation systems; and 

                                                                                                                                                
9  Mr Goodwin agreed with this proposition during cross-examination (Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 71). 
10  Mr Camp rebuttal, paragraph 3.10. 
11  Mr Camp EIC, paragraph 5.4. 
12  Mr Camp EIC, paragraph 5.4. 
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(ii) a possible requirement for temperature control for 

ventilation systems. 

 

Sound levels for ventilation systems 

 

2.20 The Council submits the slightly higher sound limits supported by 

Mr Camp are more appropriate than KiwiRail's alternative.  The 

experts agree that the limit proposed by the Council (35 dB LAeq(30s)) 

for bedrooms is at the upper end of acceptability and that the lower 

limit suggested by KiwiRail (30 dB LAeq(30s)) would be preferable and 

would normally be recommended for higher quality dwellings.13   

 

2.21 As can be seen however, the difference between the Council and 

KiwiRail relates to what each party considers the rules in the plan 

should achieve.  It is the Council's position that the rules should set 

an acceptable minimum performance standard, whereas KiwiRail 

would prefer a standard set at an "ideal" level.   

 

2.22 It is submitted that the Council's approach is more appropriate in this 

context.  The Council's limit does not prevent a person from installing 

a quieter system, should they choose to.  However, the Council's limit 

also provides greater flexibility for a person to install a system which 

may not be at the standard recommended for higher quality dwellings.   

 

2.23 It is submitted that that element of flexibility is useful, particularly for 

more affordable housing.  However, the Council acknowledges that 

the cost difference between a unit which achieves 30 dB LAeq instead 

of 35 dB LAeq is relatively low at less than $500 per system.14 

 

2.24 In relation to the combining of noise from a ventilation system and a 

passing train discussed in paragraphs 4.1 – 4.4 of Dr Chiles' 

evidence, it is submitted that Mr Camp's response to that matter in 

cross-examination is persuasive.  It was put to Mr Camp that both a 

ventilation system at 35 dB LAeq(30s) and a passing train (which would 

also generate 35 dB LAeq(30s)) would lead to a breach of the limit 

because the combined noise would be 38 dB LAeq(30s).   

                                                                                                                                                
13  Joint expert statement of Mr Camp and Dr Chiles dated 10 March 2016, paragraph 2.5. 
14  Second joint expert statement of Mr Camp and Dr Chiles dated 1 April 2016, paragraph 3.3. 
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2.25 While Mr Camp accepted the math is correct, he observed that during 

the limited amount of time when trains pass, noise levels would be 

more like 60 dB when the train is actually there; it just averages out at 

35 dB LAeq(30s).  Mr Camp also noted that the majority of the day there 

would be no noise from trains.  Bearing these factors in mind, 

Mr Camp was comfortable that 35 dB LAeq(30s) is an acceptable limit.15 

 

Temperature control 

 

2.26 The Crown, Council and KiwiRail agree that the purpose of rules 

relating to ventilation systems is to ensure the systems are adequate 

so that residents can keep their windows closed if necessary to 

maintain the integrity of the sound insulation measures.  

 

2.27 KiwiRail consider that air temperature control should be prescribed in 

conjunction with ventilation systems to avoid the need for occupiers to 

open windows and doors.  

 

2.28 In the Council's submission, requiring temperature control is 

unnecessary in Christchurch to achieve an acceptable minimum 

performance standard on the ventilation systems.   

 

2.29 It was Mr Camp's evidence that ventilation would provide the same 

cooling effect as opening windows, which in his view is adequate in 

Christchurch.16  There is no suggestion that the level of ventilation 

from opening windows provides insufficient cooling for houses without 

ventilation systems.  Accordingly, the Council submits that the cooling 

effect from ventilation is an acceptable minimum performance 

standard, without additional temperature control, which in the 

Council's submission goes beyond what is necessary in the plan 

rules. 

 

Vibration 

 

                                                                                                                                                
15  Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 30. 
16  Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 32. 
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2.30 The Council maintains its support for the agreed vibration provisions, 

as set out in the planners joint statement.17  

 

Industrial noise limits (Lyttelton Port Company) 

 

2.31 Lyttelton Port Company (LPC) seeks an increase in the noise limits 

for: 

 

(a) industrial zones, from 60 dB to 70 dB; and  

 

(b) heavy industrial zones from 65 dB to 75 dB.  

 

2.32 The Council's approach is to couple moderate permitted activity 

standards with a simple consenting process for activities which 

exceed the limits by 10 dB.  The Council's permitted activity 

standards are at a level which allows neighbouring offices to operate 

with their windows open while maintaining appropriate indoor sound 

levels.   

 

2.33 LPC's approach is to set the permitted noise levels at much higher 

levels to prevent consent requirements being triggered for industrial 

noise in industrial zones.  While the Council recognises this approach 

has some merit, in the present circumstances it is submitted that the 

Council's approach is more appropriate.   

 

2.34 A 10 dB increase in permitted noise limits across all industrial zones 

could lead to a significant increase in adverse effects on existing 

activities within the industrial zones which are not affected by the 

current noise limits, but would be affected by a 10 dB increase.  The 

example of a potentially affected existing use in Mr Camp's evidence 

is offices that currently operate with their windows open.18  There may 

also be other activities which would be affected in the same manner 

by the 10 dB increase.   

 

2.35 LPC's acoustic expert, Mr Hegley, had not assessed the potential 

impact of his suggestion across all industrial zones.19  In the absence 

                                                                                                                                                
17  Joint expert statement of Mr Willis, Ms Andrew and Ms Hewett dated 10 June 2016. 
18  Mr Camp rebuttal, paragraph 5.4. 
19  Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 119. 
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of an assessment of the consequences of what LPC propose, it is 

submitted that the prudent approach is to accept the Council's limits 

rather than increasing city wide permitted noise levels.   

 

2.36 LPC's approach would also limit the ability of the Council to manage 

industrial activities to limit their noise effects.  Both Mr Camp and 

Mr Hegley agreed that industrial sites which involve heavy truck 

movements can achieve compliance through appropriate location of 

site access.20  The Council's ability to manage this effect would be lost 

through LPC's approach.  

 

Tonal reversing alarms near the South West Hornby Industrial Area 

 

2.37 Kevin and Bonnie Williams seek a rule for the South West Hornby 

Industrial Area restricting the use of tonal reversing alarms.  The 

Council submits that such a rule is inappropriate for the following 

reasons: 

 

(a) the South West Hornby Industrial Area is in its early stages 

of development and it is uncertain whether the final activities 

at the site will lead to adverse effects on neighbours due to 

the use of tonal reversing alarms;21 

 

(b) currently, tonal reversing alarms are used in many industrial 

areas without causing adverse noise effects;22 

 

(c) the rule would not control transient vehicles.  Depending on 

the use of the Industrial area, the rule could prove to be 

ineffective in any event;23  

 

(d) there is little reliable information about the potential cost of 

the proposed restriction on tonal reversing alarms;24 

 

(e) despite the potential ineffectiveness of the rule, the 

proposed rule is disproportionate to the potential risk of an 

                                                                                                                                                
20  Mr Camp rebuttal, paragraph 5.6; Transcript, 11 March, page 121. 
21  Transcript, 17 March 2016, page 827. 
22  Ibid. 
23  Transcript, 17 March 2016, page 830. 
24  Transcript, 17 March 2016, pages 830 & 831. 
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adverse noise effect.25  Mr Camp described it in colloquial 

terms as "using a sledge hammer to crack a nut";26 and 

 

(f) there are other mechanisms that can manage potential 

effect, if it arises.  A broadband reversing alarm could be 

installed on the offending vehicle(s).27  Also, a private 

arrangement could be made between the neighbours and 

the use which causes the effects. 

 

2.38 The Council submits that its advice note which encourages the use of 

broadband reversing alarms at the end of Rule 6.1.3.2 is all that is 

appropriate for this matter.28 

 

3. NOISE (AIRPORT NOISE) 

 

Introduction 

 

3.1 As is apparent from the submitters' closing submissions in relation to 

noise from the airport, it is engine testing noise rather than 

operational noise which they perceive to be the most problematic 

aspect of the airport's current operations.  

 

3.2 Accordingly, the focus of these closing submissions is on engine 

testing noise, although Appendix 2 (Comparison Document) does  

deal with a variety of drafting issues that impact on operational noise 

matters as well.29   

 

3.3 The hearing processes relating to engine testing noise are explained 

in some detail in Air NZ's closing submissions.30  The Council broadly 

agrees with that narrative in so far as it relates to background matters 

and it does not intend to traverse the same ground, except in relation 

to some specific aspects discussed below.  The Council does 

however wish to acknowledge the constructive approach of Air NZ to 

providing information that led to the Council's revised approach and 

the subsequent refinements made to it. 

                                                                                                                                                
25  Mr Camp rebuttal, paragraphs 13.3 to 13.5. 
26  Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 18.  
27  Transcript, 17 March 2016, page 828. 
28  Ms Andrew rebuttal, paragraph 10.4. 
29  For example, acoustic treatment, the Noise Management Plan, and the Airport Noise Liaison Committee. 
30  At paragraphs 3.2 to 3.43. 
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3.4 At the outset, the Council makes two observations: the first about 

whether engine testing noise testing can properly be said to involve 

reverse sensitivity, and the second about the Ldn 7 day noise metric. 

 

Reverse sensitivity 

 

3.5 In the Council's submission, the problem of engine testing noise at 

residential areas appears to have been exacerbated by CIAL's 

decision to allow the shift of the majority of engine testing to the side 

of the airport closer to existing residential areas without implementing 

any mitigation measures.  CIAL's representative, Mr Boswell, was not 

aware of any analysis being done about noise implications of the 

move31 and no mitigation was implemented.   

 

3.6 As a consequence, it is incorrect for CIAL to assert that "The issues 

which have arisen at this hearing regarding engine testing and 

operational noise demonstrate a classic reverse sensitivity 

scenario".32  In the Council's submission, CIAL's apparent lack of 

consideration of the noise effects of its activities have contributed to 

this situation, which represents a strategic risk to the airport and 

community because of the reaction of residents to night time noise.  

Contrary to CIAL's submission, it was Mr Day's evidence that:33 

 

The lack of appropriate land use planning around airports 

historically cause significant numbers of people to be exposed to 

airport noise and has initiated operational constraints on airports. 

The fore-fathers at Christchurch have managed to avoid this 

situation by farsighted planning of the airport location and by 

protection of a 'green-belt'. 

 

3.7 Mr Day's evidence does not appear to suggest the issue or problem is 

from new sensitive activities being established near the airport, as 

suggested in CIAL's closing submissions.   

 

3.8 In any event, it is important to distinguish between the protection of 

the airport activities from new noise sensitive land uses and the 

                                                                                                                                                
31  Transcript, page 338. 
32  CIAL closing submissions, paragraph 22. 
33  Mr Day EIC, paragraph 13. 
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impacts on existing landowners of airport noise and engine testing 

noise in particular.  The Council continues to support land use 

controls to limit or mitigate reverse sensitivity effects.  However, this 

is a separate issue from what is appropriate in terms of noise levels 

received at existing properties and it is this particular issue that these 

submissions address. 

 

3.9 CIAL relies on the evidence of Mr Copeland, Mr Boswell and 

Mr Morgan to demonstrate the costs of various proposals or to 

provide evidence on the operation of the airport to show how 

constraints would have financial impacts.  To the extent that CIAL 

relies on the evidence of Mr Copeland as to actual costs and benefits, 

it is respectfully submitted that his evidence should be given little 

weight.  In particular: 

 

(a) He accepted that he had not assessed the costs or the 

benefits caused by noise effects;34 

 

(b) He had not read the Council's revised proposal of 

4 March 2016 or Mr Bonis' revised proposal;35 

 

(c) He accepted that one potential measure of impact on 

residents is the cost of putting into place mitigation 

measures by way of noise insulation;36 

 

(d) He also had not considered house prices as a measure of 

costs imposed upon residents.  He accepted that it would be 

a measure "but it would not be the end of the story in my 

opinion".37 

 

The 7 Ldn day noise metric  

 

3.10 The use of the 7 day Ldn metric for engine testing noise means that 

the actual noise levels received during many of the louder tests will 

be significantly higher than 7 day Ldn level.  For example, the noise 

                                                                                                                                                
34  Transcript page 326 line 29 to page 327 line 6. 
35  Transcript page 327 line 15 to page 328 line 26. 
36  Transcript page 328 lines 29 to 45. 
37  Transcript page 329 lines 14 to 32. 
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received during a high power ATR test at a house on the edge of the 

60 dB Ldn 7 day will be higher than 60 dB.38   

 

3.11 What is more relevant for determining effects on sleep disturbance 

from engine testing noise are the actual noise levels received during 

the tests and their frequency.  For this purpose, it was Dr Chiles' 

evidence that the LAeq (15 min) metric was more appropriate for 

engine testing noise.39  

 

3.12 However, because of the way that the hearing developed, the Council 

now supports the engine tested noise limits set out in its version of 

Table 5 of Appendix 2 (Comparison Document) together with the 

other measures which are part of the Council's revised approach in 

Appendix 2. 

 

Summary of the Council's revised approach 

 

3.13 Before addressing the areas of disagreement between the Council 

and submitters, we summarise the key aspects of the Council's 

revised approach and why it was developed. 

 

3.14 In light of the differences between the experts as to the appropriate 

noise metrics and limits, Dr Chiles, with the support of Council, gave 

consideration to a more constructive way forward and proposed an 

alternative set of controls which addressed specific engine testing 

practices, rather than there being continuing debate between three 

acoustic experts as to the appropriate noise metric and levels for 

engine testing.   

 

3.15 The Council's revised approach was canvassed before the Panel at 

the reconvened hearing on 24 May 2016 and represents a pragmatic 

way of managing noise effects from engine testing.  The Council's 

expert, Dr Chiles, was able to turn his mind to such a solution after 

productive discussions with Air NZ and after he received additional 

data following the second conferencing session.  That data was 

                                                                                                                                                
38  See Exhibit 23.  For instance the data for 50 Savills Road which is close to 60 Ldn but it is almost 70dB 

during the ATR high power tests on Runway 11. 
39  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraphs 5.4 and 5.5. 
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usefully supplemented by CIAL/Mr Day on the eve of the reconvened 

hearing.   

 

3.16 Contrary to Mr Day's position, Dr Chiles was of the view that his noise 

limits in the second conferencing statement could be effectively 

complied with at the boundaries of residential zones for most tests.40  

The problematic tests are the high power turbo prop tests of a longer 

duration and the high power jet engine tests.   

 

3.17 For the high power turbo prop tests of more than five minutes, more 

reasonable noise levels can be achieved at residential areas by 

moving them to runway 11,41 at the far side of the airport.   

 

3.18 The high power jet tests are so loud that no matter where on the 

airport they are located, they produce significant noise levels at 

residential areas.42  The tests are also of a long duration, which was 

not clear in the Marshal Day report due to an inconsistency which 

Dr Chiles noted.43  High power jet tests during the night time are 

however only necessary in response to infrequent incidents such as a 

birdstrike.44  Accordingly, the proposed rules limit planned high 

powered jet tests to the day time and have made an allowance for 

unplanned high power tests during the night time. 

 

3.19 The Council has also included an exception for noise from testing 

aircraft associated with the Antarctica programme, which could not 

comply with the noise limits.45  The Council's approach to both these 

last two issues has meant that the constrained engine testing 

contours that were before the Panel at the initial hearing in March 

2016, have been further constrained to reflect the exemptions and the 

limitations.  If the exemptions were to be included, the contours would 

be artificially large which could inadvertently permit an expansion in 

noise from planned testing. 

 

3.20 While these measures discussed above will limit noise effects 

received in residential areas, they will not lead to decreases in noise 

                                                                                                                                                
40  Transcript 24 May 2016, pages 1490 and 1494. 
41  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1497 lines 11-14. 
42  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1491.  
43  Transcript 24 May 2016, pages 1492 to 1494. 
44  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1495. 
45  Transcript 24 May 2016, pages 1496 to 1497. 
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levels for dwellings in non-residential areas closer to the airport.  In 

order to reduce sleep disturbance effects for those dwellings, further 

mitigation is necessary.  The Council supports acoustic treatment of 

dwellings for this purpose.  

 

3.21 CIAL has proposed to insulate dwellings within the 65 dB operational 

and engine testing noise contours as reflected in its version of the 

airport noise provisions (Appendix 2 - Comparison Document).  The 

Council welcomes that proposal, but does not consider it goes far 

enough with regard to engine testing noise.  As discussed below,  

CIAL's proposal may result in few if any houses being acoustically 

treated.  

 

3.22 After balancing all of the relevant factors (which are discussed further 

below), the Council submits it is appropriate for the airport to also: 

 

(a) make a 75% contribution to the cost of acoustically treating 

(in this case mechanically ventilating) existing dwellings 

between the 60 dB Ldn and 65 dB Ldn engine testing 

contours; and 

 

(b) provide technical advice on acoustic treatment measures to 

homeowners between the 55 dB Ldn and 60 dB Ldn engine 

testing contours.   

 

3.23 It was Dr Chiles' evidence that his proposal was predicated on  

properties being acoustically treated.46  

 

Outstanding issues between the Council and CIAL/Air NZ  

 

3.24 From the Council's perspective, the main areas of disagreement 

between Council and CIAL relate to: 

 

(a) Policy 6.1.1.1.5;  

(b) acoustic treatment; and 

(c) several differences in relation to specific exemptions in the 

rules.  

                                                                                                                                                
46  Transcript 24 May 2016, pages 1499, 1508 and 1509. 
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3.25 There are also a number of other disagreements between the 

Council, CIAL and Air NZ about the wording of the provisions.  The  

alternative drafting from the parties in relation to each matter is 

recorded in Appendix 2 (Comparison Document).  

 

Policy 6.1.1.1.5 a. 

 

3.26 The primary point of difference between the Council and CIAL in 

relation to Policy 6.1.1.1.5 a. relates to whether the policy should 

incorporate a reference to the role of Christchurch International 

Airport as strategic infrastructure.  In the Council's submission, an 

express reference to this is unnecessary in the context of this policy.   

 

3.27 As a starting point, Strategic Objective 3.3.12 contains three parts: 

one which deals with the enabling strategic infrastructure to carry out 

its activities; one which deals with reverse sensitivity effects; and 

another which deals with managing strategic infrastructure's effects 

on the environment.   

 

3.28 Policy 6.1.1.1.5, and the associated rules, are about the third aspect 

of this objective.  In the Council's submission, it is appropriate to have 

a policy focussed on the management of noise from the airport and 

that the policy need not explicitly refer to all three aspects of Strategic 

Objective 3.3.12.  The focus on the Chapter as set out in 

Objective 6.1.1.1 is the management of "adverse noise effects". 

 

3.29 In any event, the Council's preferred wording provides for the 

strategic importance of the airport's operation to be recognised. 

Clause a. i. refers to limiting noise to levels that minimise sleep 

disturbance and adverse effects on amenity so far as is practicable.   

 

3.30 These words recognise that even though minimising sleep 

disturbance is very important, in the context of the airport as strategic 

infrastructure, there may be circumstances where that is not 

practicable.  Further, the objectives and policies of the plan will be 

read together.  Therefore, Policy 6.1.1.1.5 will be read alongside  

Strategic Objective 3.3.12. 
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3.31 Clause a. ii. is an aspirational policy that is directed at ensuring the 

airport takes advantage of improvements in technology and 

management techniques to reduce adverse noise effects, but only 

where practicable.  In the Council's submission, this is an appropriate 

policy.  It is similar to a policy recently included in Plan Change 52 

Ruapuna Motorsport Zone and to be numbered in the pRDP as 

Policy 21.10.1.1.2.47   

 

3.32 Further comments on Policy 6.1.1.1.5(a) are included in Appendix 2 

(Comparison Document). 

 

Policy 6.1.1.1.5 b. 

 

3.33 In relation to clause b., CIAL seeks to include words which reflect the 

reverse sensitivity aspect of Strategic Objective 3.3.12.  In the 

Council's submission, this is unnecessary because reverse sensitivity 

is already addressed in other chapters, such as Policy 9 of 

Chapter 17, and streamlining the pRDP in accordance with Strategic 

Objective 3.32 requires the avoidance of repetition.   

 

3.34 CIAL opposes the use of the verb "avoid" in b i. in relation to new 

sensitive activities within the Air Noise Boundary and the 65 dB Ldn 

engine testing contour.  CIAL would prefer to use "prohibit".48   

 

3.35 It is submitted that "avoid" is a perfectly acceptable term and it is not 

necessary to use the term "prohibit" because the rules do in fact 

prohibit these activities.  Avoiding an activity is one way of preventing 

that activity from occurring.   

 

3.36 Once again further comments on Policy 6.1.1.1.5(b) are included in 

Appendix 2 (Comparison Document). 

 

                                                                                                                                                
47  "To ensure that activities associated with the Ruapuna Motorsport Park do not have the effect of giving 

rise to adverse effects (noise, glare, visual distraction), including through incremental increases in scale 
and intensity without separation or mitigation measures." 

48  CIAL closing submissions, paragraphs 54 to 59.  
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Acoustic treatment 

 

3.37 CIAL has accepted an obligation to acoustically treat properties within 

the 65 dB Ldn engine testing and operational engine testing contours.  

The point of difference relates to the Council's position that CIAL 

should make a 75% contribution to the cost of treatment between the 

65 and 60 dB Ldn engine testing contours, and also that it should 

provide technical advice on acoustic treatment for properties between 

the 55 and 60 dB Ldn engine testing contours.  The 60 dB Ldn contour 

does not include any residentially zoned properties.  

 

3.38 CIAL, Air NZ, and the Council, agree that the noise effects are such 

that dwellings within both the 55 dB Ldn operational and engine testing 

noise contours need acoustic treatment.  This is reflected in the 

acceptance by these parties that new dwellings within the 55 dB Ldn 

operational contour require acoustic treatment.49  Additionally, it was 

Mr Day's evidence that residents in Christchurch appear to be more 

noise sensitive to aircraft noise than persons overseas,50 and that 

aircraft noise is more annoying than both road traffic noise and rail 

noise.   

 

3.39 It is submitted that the acceptance that treatment is necessary for 

new houses can be relied on to infer that there is a sufficient acoustic 

justification for acoustic treatment of existing dwellings in the same 

area.   

 

3.40 However, whether the most appropriate plan provisions should 

include a requirement for CIAL to meet the cost of retrospectively 

installing treatment of existing properties involves considerations 

other than pure acoustics.  These include the nature of the receiving 

environment, the costs and benefits of treatment and who should be 

responsible for the cost, and if shared, in what proportions.     

 

3.41 Before turning to those other considerations, we briefly set out the 

acoustical justification for treatment within the 60 dB Ldn contour.  

Given how the hearing progressed, and particularly that further 

information was properly provided by CIAL after evidence was filed, 

                                                                                                                                                
49  See also Mr Day's response to the Panel's questions on page 560 of the Transcript (15 March 2016). 
50  Mr Day EIC, paragraph 140. 
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there is no one evidential source which draws the matters discussed 

below together in one place.  It is necessary to draw information 

together from various sources and then draw conclusions from those 

sources.   

 

3.42 As a starting point however, the Council does not accept CIAL's 

position51 that there is no evidential foundation to justify acoustic 

treatment within the 60 dB Ldn contour and/or no evidence as to the 

number of houses involved or the costs of individual treatment.  The 

Council's response is outlined below. 

 

3.43 It was Dr Chiles' evidence that external noise limits of 45 dB LAeq(15min) 

at night would protect sleep.52  Dr Chiles referred to NZS 6802:2008 

which provides a guideline reference of 45 dB LAeq(15min), and to the 

general proposed night time noise limit in the pRDP at residential 

zones of 40 dB LAeq (15 min).
53  It was also Dr Chiles' evidence that 

these levels would result in sound levels inside bedrooms being 

below the 30 dB guidance level recommended by the World Health 

Organisation for avoidance of sleep disturbance, with windows 

slightly ajar for ventilation.54  

 

3.44 In the Joint Witness Statement dated 11 April 2016, Dr Chiles set out 

noise limits which allowed for some relaxation from his recommended 

45 dB LAeq (15 min).
55  Dr Chiles also foreshadowed when he presented 

his evidence that the "piece of the puzzle" which was missing for him 

was that he has not seen an evaluation of what could be done to 

control noise at source.56  Dr Chiles agreed with Ms Dawson that "In 

terms of determining what is reasonable; it is both the receiving 

environment and what can be done to deal with the noise".57  

 

3.45 At the reconvened hearing on 24 May 2016, Dr Chiles set out 

proposed alternative controls which would result in broad compliance 

with these limits which are described above.   

 

                                                                                                                                                
51  CIAL Closing Submissions, paragraphs 67 and 69-70. 
52  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraph 3.4. 
53  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraph 3.4. 
54  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraph 3.4. 
55  At paragraph 5.3. 
56  Transcript 14 March 2016, page 191. 
57  Transcript 14 March 2016, page 192. 
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3.46 In terms of the noise levels received within the 60 dB engine testing 

contour, reference can be made to updated memorandum from 

Marshall Day Acoustics dated 22 May 2016 (Exhibit 21).  Dr Chiles 

took the Panel through this document at the reconvened hearing.  In 

each of the tables, there is a reference to two properties, 

7 Whitchurch Place and 87 Jessons Road, which are within the Rural 

Urban Fringe zone and which the Council anticipates will be between 

the 60 dB Ldn and 65 dB Ldn engine testing contours. None of the 

residentially zoned properties in the document are within the 60 dB 

Ldn contour.   

 

3.47 Appendix B of the report contains the noise levels from the four test 

scenarios at various locations and also includes the levels using the 

LAeq (15 min) metric.  The noise levels for 7 Whitchurch Place and 87 

Jessons Road from Appendix B of the report are set out in the table 

below: 

 

Test 7 Whitchurch 
Place 

87 Jessons Road 

 Without 
GRE Lp 
dB(A) 

Leq 
15 
mins 

Without 
GRE Lp 
dB(A) 

Leq 
15 
mins 

A320 at Run Up Pad – Idle Power (up 
to 20 mins) 

55.6 56 46.8 47 

ATR at Run Up Pad – Idle Power (up 
to 20 mins) 

57.1 57 56.5 57 

A320 at Run Up Pad – Full Power (5 
mins) 

73.4 69 74 69 

ATR at Run Up Pad – Full Power (5 
mins) 

70.6 66 70.2 65 

 

3.48 As can be seen, for each of these tests, noise levels are well above 

the 45 dB LAeq (15 min) level that Dr Chiles suggests to protect against 

sleep disturbance.  Both the high power ATR and A320 tests are 

more than 20 dB higher than that level.58  In the Council's submission, 

these levels are clearly unreasonable on any measure.   

                                                                                                                                                
58  The levels in the data incorrectly use a 5 minute duration for high power jet engine tests.  Test durations 

are longer than 5 minutes as Dr Chiles explained on pages 1493 and 1494 of the Transcript for 24 May 
2016.  If the correct times were used, the levels for jet engine tests would be higher. 
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3.49 None of the controls on the Airport site suggested by Dr Chiles could 

improve the situation at these properties such that acoustic insulation 

is not necessary.  Dr Chiles' additional controls primarily benefit the 

residential zoned areas to the east of the airport.  

 

3.50 Returning to the factors other than noise levels or noise effects that 

influence whether acoustic treatment is required in any particular 

area, the Council submits the following factors are relevant: 

 

(a) the sensitivity of the receiving environment;  

(b) the ability for the noise to be mitigated at source; and 

(c) the cost of acoustic treatment.   

 

3.51 In relation to the sensitivity of the receiving environment, Dr Chiles 

accepted that "given that there is already a 24/7 airport operation in 

that environment, that in setting a benchmark of what might be 

reasonable, one might assume that it would be a more robust or a 

more tolerant noise environment than say a residential environment 

somewhere off the airport flight paths".59   

 

3.52 In relation to the ability for the noise to be mitigated at source, while 

the Council considers that a ground run-up enclosure (GRE) would 

lead to meaningful reductions in noise, such a facility would come at a 

significant cost, potentially in the region of $10 million or more.  

Another alternative would be place further restrictions on the timing 

and frequency of engine testing at Christchurch Airport, which could 

in turn involve a curfew, or changes to scheduling.   

 

3.53 However, as explained by Air NZ,60 such measures would severely 

impact on the ability for engine testing to take place in Christchurch 

which would in turn place at risk the economic and strategic benefits 

to the City from the current engine testing programme.  A practical 

alternative to a GRE or further restrictions on the number and timing 

of engine testing activities is to treat existing dwellings.   

 

                                                                                                                                                
59  Transcript 14 March 2016, page 193. 
60  Closing submissions at paragraphs 2.2, 3.38 to 3.42. 
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3.54 The actual cost of doing this clearly depends on the number of 

properties within the 60 dB Ldn contour and the likely cost per 

property.  Although requested to do so, CIAL has not provided the 

Council with a GIS version of the revised 60 dB Ldn contour, which 

takes into account the further restraints.61  The Council has attempted 

to find another acoustic consultancy to model and provide a 60 dB Ldn 

contour, but it could not find one that could complete the task in the 

time available before having to complete its closing submissions.   

 

3.55 However, the Council does have available a GIS version of the now 

out of date "constrained" 60 dB Ldn contour, which does not take into 

account the further accepted restrictions.  The further revised 60 dB 

Ldn contour will be smaller and a slightly different shape when it takes 

into account those restrictions.  If the Panel was minded to accept the 

Council's proposal for the treatment of buildings within 60 dB Ldn 

contour, then the provision to the Panel of mapping showing the 

further revised 60 dB Ldn contour would be appropriate and the 

Council would assist in any way possible in placing this information 

before the Panel. 

 

3.56 Under the larger version (Version 2) of the 60 dB Ldn contour 

available to the Council, there are 25 houses which would be eligible 

for acoustic treatment, two within the 65 dB Ldn contour and 23 

between the 60 dB Ldn contour and 65 dB Ldn contour.   

 

3.57 However, for the purposes of estimating the total costs, using CIAL's 

cap of $30,000 for full acoustic treatment as an average cost, 

acoustically treating 23 houses would cost a total of $690,000.  If all 

of the owners of these properties were to take up the 75% 

contribution, that would cost in the order of $517,500, with an extra 

$60,000 for full acoustic treatment of the two houses within the 65 

contour, making a total of $577,500. Even if the average costs were 

of a much higher order (say 50% more) the total cost to CIAL would 

not in the Council's view be disproportionate and would be justifiable 

from a section 32 point of view. 

 

                                                                                                                                                
61  The Council is still also awaiting all of the revision contours to update the Planning Maps. 
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3.58 Taking these considerations into account, including the nature of the 

receiving environment, the Council submits it is appropriate for CIAL 

to make a 75% contribution towards the costs of acoustic treatment 

for houses between the 60 and 65 dB Ldn to protect against sleep 

disturbance effects.  The 75% figure recognises that the receiving 

environment is already exposed to operational noise and other noise 

sources such as road noise 

 

3.59 In the Council's submission, this mitigation: 

 

(a) is very cost effective when compared to a GRE or further 

restrictions on engine testing; and 

 

(b) is justified by the effects received by the dwellings, bearing 

in mind the nature of the receiving environment.  

 

3.60 The Council is not proposing acoustic treatment out to the 55 dB Ldn 

contour, even though the noise levels suggest treatment is necessary 

to prevent sleep disturbance.  For the area between the 55 dB Ldn 

and 60 dB Ldn engine testing contours, the Council supports a 

requirement that CIAL provide technical advice service for residents 

who wish to acoustically treat their own dwellings so that those 

residents take the most effective measures (primarily installing 

ventilation so windows can remain closed).  The Council submits that 

this approach is appropriate for this area. 

 

3.61 It is noted that under CIAL's proposal to treat houses within the 65 dB 

Ldn engine testing contour, it may be unlikely that any houses would 

need to be insulated62 but this would need to be confirmed by 

provision of further GIS information. 

 

3.62 The Council has deliberately not proposed a cap on the cost of 

retrofitting insulation.  The Council anticipates that costs will vary in 

practice depending on the layout and condition of each individual 

house.  However, it is submitted that the average and total costs are 

unlikely to range beyond a level that would make it unreasonable for 

                                                                                                                                                
62  Refer also to the Council's comments in Appendix 2. 
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CIAL to meet 75% of the costs, given the relatively low number of 

eligible houses, and the cost of alternative mitigation such as a GRE. 

 

Why only insulate houses within the 60 dB Ldn engine testing contour 

and not to the 60 dB Ldn operational noise contour? 

 

3.63 It is submitted that contrary to the position adopted by CIAL in its 

closing submissions,63 the adverse effects from engine testing are 

distinguishable from the effects from operational noise.  Key 

differences are:64 

 

(a) engine testing takes place primarily at night, whereas there 

as most flights take place during the day; and 

 

(b) the noise profile of engine testing is different to operational 

noise.  Engine testing involves sustained noises from a 

single location for sustained periods of time followed by 

periods of quiet.  In contrast, operational noise comprises 

short events from moving sources. 

 

(c) Leaving aside any scope issues, there are a significant 

number of houses within the 60 dB Ldn operational noise 

contour as compared to the 60 dB Ldn engine noise contour. 

It is far from clear to the Council that acoustic treatment 

could be justified in terms of section 32.  

 

Scope 

 

3.64 CIAL's closing submissions assert there is a lack of scope for the 

provision of acoustic insulation out to the 60 dB Ldn engine testing 

contour by reference to Mr Lawry's submission.65   

 

3.65 However, it is submitted that Ms Payne's submission (#2191) 

provides clear scope for insulation to the 60 dB Ldn engine testing 

contour.  Page 3 of the submission states: 

 

                                                                                                                                                
63  At paragraph 71. 
64  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraphs 3.1 to 3.6. 
65  CIAL closing submissions, paragraph 64. 
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Decision Requested 

The onus for containing the noise, during night time hours, falls to 

those who are making the noise … NOT those residents who are 

being inflicted with the noise – a better facility should be built 

further away from residential areas if throughput is to increase as 

suggested.  There be compensation for those residents who 

now fall within the increased contour to allow them to bring 

their insulation up to the minimum standards required of new 

builds. 

 

Reason for Decision Requested 

How does increasing the 55Db contour line, and then changing 

new build rules, make any difference to those residents (us) 

currently living in an un-insulated single glazed dwelling within this 

new 55 DB limit?  We would also like to renovate our house and as 

such build on an extension, under this proposal any potential 

additions to our home would costs us more due to upgraded 

insulation, and in my opinion is putting the ambulance at the 

bottom of the cliff.  The cost to limit noise pollution should be 

placed on the cause of the change, Air NZ, Pratt and Whitney and 

CIAL who are wishing to enjoy more throughput of engines tested 

and therefore higher revenue, not the residents that are directly 

affected by this change.  

 

3.66 The reference to compensation to bring insulation up to minimum 

standards clearly relates to "55 dB contour", and what is proposed by 

the Council for insulation within the 60 dB Ldn engine testing contour 

must fall within the scope of this submission. 

 

Insulation provision at other airports and infrastructure 

 

3.67 It is submitted that the rules for each airport and other infrastructure 

like ports should not be determinative of the final rules for 

Christchurch International Airport.66  There is often little information as 

to how a certain package of rules was reached.  An example is at the 

Port of Lyttelton where those rules evolved through mediation and 

were then brought into the pRDP by the Lyttleton Port Recovery Plan.   

 

                                                                                                                                                
66  See CIAL closing submissions at paragraph 77. 
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3.68 Further, each airport and other forms of noise generating 

infrastructure, eg ports, have a different context.  For example, as 

mentioned above, it was Mr Day's evidence that people in 

Christchurch appear to be more sensitive to aircraft noise than others.   

 

3.69 That said, attached as Appendix 1 is a table based on public 

information which sets out the treatment requirements for some of the 

other major airports and ports in New Zealand for the Panel's 

information.  It is notable that a contribution to insulate to a 60 dB Ldn 

operational noise contour is common practice at many of these 

facilities.  

 

Number of high power jet engine tests 

 

3.70 Dr Chiles considers an allowance of three unplanned high power 

tests at night time per quarter is acceptable.  It was his understanding 

such tests were performed typically five to six times per year.67  Also, 

because they are in response to an unplanned event such as a 

birdstrike, they often occur during the day because the test needs to 

be performed before the aircraft can be used again.68      

 

3.71 Dr Chiles' opinion was that one such high power test per week at 

night time would be unacceptable, one per six months would be 

better but one per month at night time (ie three per quarter) is 

acceptable.69  CIAL and Air NZ seek that the allowance be five tests 

per quarter.  The Council opposes this on the basis of Dr Chiles' 

evidence.  

 

3.72 In relation to this matter, CIAL asks the Panel to defer to the operator.  

The Council submits that "trust us" suggestion from CIAL should not 

be followed in the absence of any information that a greater number 

of unplanned tests is necessary, particularly which the information 

made available to the Council's expert suggests that three tests per 

quarter will be adequate and any more tests would be unacceptable 

in any event.  In the unlikely event, that the quarterly allowance is 

                                                                                                                                                
67  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1496.   
68  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1495. 
69  Transcript 24 May 2016, page 1496 lines 33 to 37. 
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exceeded, any further unplanned high power jet tests could take 

place during the day, possibly with some impact on flight scheduling.  

 

Outstanding issues between the Council and Air NZ 

 

3.73 Air NZ largely adopts CIAL's position in relation to the revised 

provisions although there are differences in drafting which are set out 

in Appendix 2 (Comparison Version).  However, one specific matter 

which Air NZ pursues, and which CIAL does not, are some 

amendments to proposed Objective 6.1.1.1.  For ease of reference, 

Air NZ's proposed amendment is set out below: 

 

Adverse noise effects on the amenity values and health of people and 

communities are managed to avoid unreasonable impacts, having 

regard to levels consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the 

receiving environment. 

 

3.74 Air NZ's submissions on this point concern only airport related 

matters, such as Strategic Direction Objective 3.3.12.  However 

Objective 6.1.1.1 has a wider application than only airport matters.  It 

is the only objective for the noise section of Chapter 6.  In the 

Council's submission, it would be inappropriate to amend this 

objective without considering the impact on other activities which may 

be affected.   

 

3.75 Air NZ's amendments change the focus of the objective to avoiding 

unreasonable impacts.  The Council opposes this position because 

the use of the term "unreasonable" is likely to be interpreted with 

reference to section 16.  There is a risk with Air NZ's wording that the 

"target" or threshold for the objective would be only to prevent noise 

effects which would be at a level equivalent to those which trigger the 

section 16 duty. 

 

3.76 The Council submits that the threshold of acceptable or appropriate 

noise effects in different parts of the city is not necessarily the same 

and is probably lower than that of "unreasonable impacts".  To avoid 

a risk of "watering down" the objective through an implicit reference to 

section 16, the Council considers that the term unreasonable should 

not be used.  
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Response to residents' submissions 

 

3.77 A number of the residents have filed closing submissions.  Rather 

than address each submitter's closing submissions individually, the 

Council comments on what it understands to be the residents' primary 

areas of disagreement with the Council.  The Council recognises that 

there are differences between some of the residents' positions.   

 

A GRE and abandoning the engine testing noise contours 

 

3.78 As the Council understands it, the residents consider that if the airport 

used a GRE, that would bring noise effects to an acceptable level, 

which would in turn remove the need for the both the engine testing 

noise contours and their associated land use controls.70 

 

3.79 As mentioned above, the Council considers on a cost benefit basis, at 

this stage a GRE is not the most appropriate solution.  The Council 

refers to Air NZ's closing submissions on this matter.71  As noted in 

the Council's section 32 report a further issue with a GRE is that it 

would work less effectively in North West wind conditions.  There are 

the conditions which give rise to noise effects for the greatest number 

of properties. 

 

3.80 The Council maintains its position that the proposed land use controls 

within the 55 dB Ldn engine testing and operational contours are 

appropriate.  The proposed rule (6.1.5.3.1) requires any new 

buildings or additions to existing buildings to meet minimum indoor 

sound levels.  The Council submits that it is appropriate for new 

development (including additions to existing buildings) within the 55 

dB contours to be built in a manner which helps protect both: 

 

(a) occupants from adverse noise effects; and 

 

(b) CIAL from reverse sensitivity effects. 

 

                                                                                                                                                
70  For example, see paragraph 32 of Mr Segue's closing submissions.  
71  At pages 22 to 29. 
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The most appropriate noise metric 

 

3.81 The residents maintain their position that the LAeq 1 hour noise metric 

suggested by Professor Clarke should be used as the "base criteria" 

in the rules.   

 

3.82 As discussed above, the Council's position is that CIAL's Ldn rules can 

achieve an appropriate outcome with the Council's suggested 

additional controls and approach to acoustic treatment.  In the 

Council's submission, with its revised approach, the additional LAeq 

limit is not necessary. 

 

3.83 If the Panel were however minded to replace the Ldn metric with an 

LAeq metric, the Council submits that 15 minutes should be preferred 

to 1 hour.  This is because 15 minutes more closely aligns to the 

durations of tests (which therefore prevents against consequences of 

averaging), is the metric recommended by NZS 6802:2008 and is 

used elsewhere in the pRDP.72   

 

3.84 Professor Clarke's preference for a 1 hour limit was based on his 

review of noise regulations in several cities in the United States.73  

There is no information as to whether the land use pattern or noise 

effects in the cities which use Professor Clarke's preferred metric are 

similar to those surrounding the Christchurch International Airport.    

 

Monitoring  

 

3.85 The residents seek that monitoring is undertaken through on ground 

measurements, whereas the Council supports calculations based 

monitoring with a verification process.  The Council relies on Dr 

Chiles' evidence on this matter to the effect that using calculations will 

be more efficient and appropriate provided accurate records of engine 

tests are maintained.74 

 

                                                                                                                                                
72  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraphs 5.1 – 5.6. 
73  Transcript 15 March 2016, page 546. 
74  Dr Chiles rebuttal, paragraphs 7.1 and 7.2. 
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Allegations of a lack of independence 

 

3.86 Mr Lawry makes comments in his closings submissions which 

suggest the Council may not have acted independently throughout 

this process.75  The Council does not accept these allegations.  

 

Site specific LAFmax rule for Peacock Springs 

 

3.87 The Council does not support a specific LAFMAX rule essentially for 

the reasons set out in CIAL's closing submissions.76 

 

Activity status of new noise sensitive activities in education zones 

 

3.88 The Council's position on this issue is unchanged from its opening 

submissions,77 Ms Dixon's evidence78 and the supplementary 

submissions on the interpretation of Policy 6.3.5 (4) of the Canterbury 

Regional Policy Statement (CRPS).  

 

3.89 By way of brief summary, in the Council's submission, under a 

purposive interpretation of Policy 6.3.5 (4), if the activity in question 

satisfies the first part of clause (4), that is if the activity is new 

development which does not affect the efficient operation, use, 

development, appropriate upgrading and safety of existing strategic 

infrastructure, the mischief in clause (4) is satisfied and there is no 

need to apply the other parts of the clause.   

 

3.90 Equally, there is no need to place restrictions on such activities in 

order to give effect to the CRPS.  Indeed, doing so could be contrary 

to the other aspects of Policy 6.3.5 and Chapter 6 of the CRPS. 

 

3.91 In general response to the CIAL's position on the redevelopment of 

the University of Canterbury, the Council welcomes CIAL's relaxation 

of its position from originally seeking that all new noise sensitive 

development (as defined by the CRPS) at the University be non-

complying to a bespoke set of rules which require written approval 

                                                                                                                                                
75  For example see paragraph 5 of Mr Lawry's closing submissions.  
76  At paragraphs 112 to 1116. 
77  Paragraphs 3.30 and 3.31.   
78  Ms Dixon rebuttal, paragraphs 4.18 and 4.19.  It is Ms Dixon's view that the proposed exception to 

Strategic Directions Objective 3.3.12(b)(iii) should also include the Specific Purpose School Zone.  
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from CIAL.  However, in the circumstances, the Council submits that 

a requirement for written approval is unnecessary and will have the 

potential to lead to unnecessary delays and costs for the University. 

 

3.92 The evidence indicates that development at the University will not 

lead to reverse sensitivity effects at the airport.  It was Dr Trevathan's 

evidence that University buildings (including student accommodation) 

are and will be more than adequately insulated for all noise sources, 

including the possibility of increased airport noise in the future.79  

Mr Day80 and Dr Chiles81 appeared to broadly share this view.   

 

3.93 Given the low chance of developments at the University leading to 

reverse sensitivity effects on CIAL, it is difficult to ascertain what 

benefit there could be from requiring the University to seek a written 

approval from CIAL.82 

 

3.94 If CIAL's approach in the future is consistent with its revised position 

that "it will not stand in the way of development at the University", it 

would seem that any written approval requirement would be of no 

value, because CIAL's latest position could suggest written approval 

would be given as a matter of course.  It is submitted that such an 

approach would add an unnecessary layer of complexity to the rules 

which would be inconsistent with the Order in Council and Strategic 

Directions Objectives' directions as to reducing consent requirements. 

 

3.95 Although CIAL now states that it will not stand in the way of 

development at the University,83 it originally sought non-complying 

activity status for development at the University.  Any mechanism 

which gives CIAL an ability to cause delay and add cost to 

development at the University, at the expense of the University and 

the broader community which benefits from a thriving university, 

should be avoided unless there is a manifest risk of reverse sensitivity 

effects on the airport.  As submitted above, the evidence suggests 

there is no such risk. 

                                                                                                                                                
79  Dr Trevathan EIC, paragraphs 4.1 to 5.5. 
80  Mr Day rebuttal, paragraph 36.  However, we note that Mr Day expressed disagreement about the level 

of noise from the worst case scenario for noise effects at the University in the future at paragraphs 37 and 
38.  Mr Day also had a different recommendation about student accommodation at paragraph 39.  

81  Dr Chiles EIC, paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5. 
82  See also the expert planners statement dated 27 April 2016. 
83  CIAL closing submissions, paragraph 110.1. 
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Noise standards with Specific Purposes (Airport) zone 

 

3.96 The Council has reconsidered its position on a general noise 

standard for the Specific Purposes (Airport) Zone.  The Council no 

longer seeks to include Rule 6.14.1.1.1 Table 1 in the pRDP.84 

 

4. SPECIFIC PURPOSE (GOLF RESORT) ZONE 

 

4.1 The Council relies on its opening submissions in relation to the 

Specific Purpose (Golf Resort) Zone.  In relation to the Clearwater 

Golf Resort, no evidence or legal submissions were provided by 

Clearwater Land Holdings Limited in support of its submission.  The 

Council submits that the submission should be declined for the 

reasons set out in its opening submissions85 and Ms Dixon's evidence 

in chief.86  

 

Split zoning 

 

4.2 At paragraph 14.13 of Ms Dixon's evidence in chief, Ms Dixon noted: 

 

… there is an error in the north-western boundary of the 

Clearwater zone (to the west of Mayfly Lane) in that a narrow strip 

of land owned by a neighbouring farmer at 485 Coutts Road has 

been zoned as Golf Resort.  This was a mistake in the operative 

City Plan and was carried over into the zone boundary for the 

pRDP.  The landowner informed the Council of the mistake but did 

not make a submission on the pRDP to correct it. 

 

4.3 After Ms Dixon presented her evidence, Judge Hassan raised the 

possibility of the Council and landowner indicating to the Panel that 

there was a common position that the error should be corrected.87   

 

4.4 The Council has been in contact with the landowner through its legal 

counsel.  For reasons unknown to the Council, the landowner is 

opposed to the error being corrected.  Given a lack of an agreed 

                                                                                                                                                
84  See CIAL closing submissions at paragraphs 9 to 12. 
85  At paragraphs 4.2 to 4.5. 
86  Ms Dixon EIC, paragraphs 14.5 to 14.21. 
87  Transcript, 11 March 2016, page 141. 
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position, and no relevant submission requesting the change be made, 

the Council's position is that the error should not be corrected and the 

boundary should remain as notified.   

 

5. AIRCRAFT PROTECTION 

 

Protection surfaces 

 
5.1 This section of our closing submissions responds to the closing 

submissions of CIAL and Transpower NZ Ltd (Transpower). 

 

5.2 The closing submissions of CIAL88 briefly deal with Airport Protection 

but largely refer back to CIAL's memorandum on the topic dated 

19 April 2016.  In that memorandum, CIAL proposes non-complying 

activity status for the operation and related activities of National Grid 

transmission lines existing on 14 January 2010 and which penetrate 

the aircraft protection surfaces.89 

 

5.3 In the alternative, CIAL proposes a restricted discretionary rule as set 

out in Appendix B of its memorandum, in the event that the Panel 

accepted restricted discretionary rule status as proposed by 

Transpower and the Council.  The Council opposes both non-

complying activity status and CIAL's wording of the restricted 

discretionary activity (RDA) rule for reasons that will be discussed 

below.  The Council adopts Transpower's closing submissions on 

these issues. 

 

5.4 As the Panel will be aware, Transpower reached agreement with the 

Council in respect of the application of airport protection surfaces to 

the National Grid in the pRDP.90  The relevant issues had already 

been covered in the opening submissions of the Council and 

Transpower.91 

 

5.5 The joint memorandum92 noted agreement between Transpower and 

the Council to the effect that the National Environmental Standards 

                                                                                                                                                
88  At paragraphs 13 to 16. 
89  See paragraphs 4 to 5 and Appendix A. 
90  Joint memorandum of Transpower and the Council dated 18 April 2016. 
91  CCC opening submissions at paragraphs 5.4 to 5.7 and Transpower opening submissions at paragraphs 

2 to 42. 
92  Dated 18 April 2016. 
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for Electricity Transmission Activities (NESETA) prevails and an 

advice note should be included in Rule 6.7.2.1 "How to use the 

Rules".  This position continues to be accepted by the Council and 

Transpower's closing submissions on this topic are again supported 

by the Council.93 

 

5.6 However, Transpower and the Council included in Appendix B to the 

memorandum an RDA rule.  This version of the RDA rule provides for 

the Council's discretion to be limited to the extent to which any 

adverse effects on the safety or regularity of aircraft operations are 

avoided or mitigated.   

 

5.7 By way of contrast, CIAL wording starts with (a) "the need to avoid 

physical obstructions within protection surfaces including …"  This 

imposes, with respect, an unnecessarily high threshold on an 

applicant in terms of the reservation of discretion.  Further, the 

Council agrees with Transpower94 that it is not clear what "reduction  

in efficiency" is intended to address.   

 

5.8 It is also unclear what the justification is for (b) – "the extent to which 

the alteration, relocation or replacement is necessary for the efficient 

and ongoing requirements of established infrastructure".  In addition, 

it is far from clear how a consent authority would be able to assess 

this matter. 

 

5.9 In relation to CIAL's proposal for non-complying status, the Council 

again adopts Transpower's submissions on this issue.95  

Non-complying status places a significant threshold upon Transpower 

to overcome in a situation where there is no certainty that a runway 

extension will occur within the life of pRDP.  In particular, although the 

area designated for airport purposes is large enough to allow for a 

runway extension, no outline plan for a runway extension has been 

lodged. 

 

5.10 At paragraph 11 of its memorandum of 19 April 2016, it is submitted 

on behalf of CIAL that if Transpower were to be refused consent as a 

                                                                                                                                                
93  At paragraphs 2 to 4. 
94  Transpower closing submissions at paragraph 7. 
95  At paragraphs 8 to 14. 
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non-complying activity under the pRDP, it will still have the option of 

relocating or undergrounding its lines.  No evidence has been 

provided by CIAL as to the cost or practicality of such an option, 

leaving aside the necessity for RMA compliance and the need for 

acquisition of property rights.   

 

5.11 As such, it is submitted that an RDA rule provides the most 

appropriate balance between the need to ensure the continued 

operation of the National Grid and potential need for the future 

expansion of the airport if and when it should take place.   

 

5.12 At Paragraph 16 of CIAL's closing submissions, CIAL proposes an 

amendment to Rule 6.7.2.2.1.6 PRI so that it excludes an increase in 

the external envelope of a structure.  This amendment is opposed by 

the Council.  It is not necessary because the critical issue is height 

and not the width of a structure.  It would in any case be in conflict 

with clause 14(5) of the NESETA which allows some widthways 

expansion of existing towers.  Further, no explanation is given as to 

how such a late amendment is within scope of the CIAL submission. 

 

Birdstrike 

 

5.13 CIAL, the Isaac Conservation and Wildlife Trust (ICWT), and the 

Council have continued to discuss the birdstrike provisions, however 

an agreement has not been reached.   

 

5.14 The points of difference that remain between CIAL and the Council 

are as follows: 

 

(a) CIAL's proposed rules include additional permitted activity 

rules which the Council does not support.  CIAL's additional 

permitted activity rules would regulate within 3 km of the 

airport:  

 

(i) all stormwater facilities, regardless of size;  

(ii) water bodies greater than 500 m
2
 but less than 

1000 m
2
; and  

(iii) any excavation activities. 
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(b) CIAL also seek that water bodies greater than 1000 m
2
 

within 8 km of the airport are a restricted discretionary 

activity, whereas the Council's equivalent restricted 

discretionary rule only apply to water bodies greater than 

1000 m
2
 within 3 km of the airport. 

 

5.15 ICWT and the Council agree on some of the proposed birdstrike 

provisions.  For example, ICWT seek that water bodies up to a 

maximum of 1,000 m
2
 be permitted activities,96 which is consistent 

with the Council's position (however, ICWT prefer CIAL's permitted 

activity standards).  Additionally, ICWT no longer seeks a controlled 

activity rule for water bodies over 1,000 m
2
 at Peacock Springs and 

now accepts that restricted discretionary activity status is 

appropriate.97   

 

5.16 The more significant differences between ICWT's preferred provisions 

and the Council's position are: 

 

(a) ICWT seek a site specific permitted activity rule which would 

provide for new water bodies less than 1,000 m
2
 at the 

Peacock Springs Conservation Area, with existing water 

bodies in close proximity not being counted in the 

cumulative total water body size (ICWT's P4 (ii)).  

 

(b) ICWT supports CIAL's permitted activity rule for all 

stormwater facilities within 3 km of the airport.98 

 

5.17 The Council and ICWT also have some different drafting 

preferences.99  

 

CIAL's proposed rules 

 

5.18 The Council remains of the view expressed in its opening 

submissions that preparing rules to mitigate and manage the risk of 

                                                                                                                                                
96  ICWT closing submissions, paragraph 16. 
97  ICWT closing submissions, paragraph 32. 
98  ICWT closing submissions, rule 6.7.2.2.3.1 P3.  
99  Such as whether water bodies less than 1000 m2 should be specifically provided for as a permitted 

activity or whether those water bodies can be left to the general permitted activity rule P1 which captures 
all activities unless specified elsewhere in the rules.  
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birdstrike is a challenging task because of the following factors.  

Although the consequences of birdstrike can be serious, there is little 

information about how neighbouring land uses in Christchurch affect 

the underlying risk of birdstrike, if at all.100  There is also evidence that 

birdstrike risk is reduced and managed through non-regulatory 

measures undertaken by the airport.101   

 

5.19 The Council submits that its approach is the most appropriate in 

these circumstances.  On advice from Dr McClellan, the Council's rule 

framework focuses on a limited number land uses near the airport 

which could cause an obvious increase in birdstrike risk.  The Council 

submits that further and better information about bird movements and 

birdstrike risk would need to be available before further rules could be 

justified under section 32 of the Act. 

 

5.20 The Council has made a few adjustments to its proposed provisions 

since the hearing, which are set out in the revised proposal.  The 

broad approach is unchanged however, which is to manage fish 

processing plants, abattoirs, freezing works, piggeries and poultry 

farms within 3 km of the airport so that these activities do not become 

a significant source of food for birds.   

 

5.21 Fish processing plants, abattoirs and freezing works are now 

proposed to be permitted activities with two permitted activity 

standards.  The first standard requires food sources for birds to be 

contained inside buildings, and the second standard requires those 

activities not to dispose effluent onto land associated with the facility.   

 

5.22 New water bodies (including wastewater oxidation ponds) and 

stormwater basins over 1,000 m
2 

within 3 km of the airport remain 

under the Council's proposal restricted discretionary activities, but 

with an amendment to capture several new water bodies which are 

close to each other and are cumulatively greater than 1,000 m
2
 within 

the scope of the rule.  

 

                                                                                                                                                
100  See Dr McClellan EIC, paragraphs 7.2 to 8.7. 
101  Dr McClellan EIC, 8.1 to 8.7; Off-airport Bird Hazard Management Plan, annexed to Mr Shaw's EIC; Mr 

Shaw rebuttal, paragraph 11. 
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5.23 The rules closely follow Dr McClellan's recommendations, which 

were:102 

(a) any waterbody greater than 1,000 m
2 

within three 

kilometres of the airport should be considered a trigger 

for requiring consideration of birdstrike mitigation and 

that the Council needs an ability to decline an application 

for consent for these activities; and 

 

(b) that any piggery, poultry farm, fish processing plan or 

freezing works within three kilometres of the airport 

should be managed so as to prevent them becoming a 

source of food for birds. 

 

5.24 It is submitted that Dr McClellan recommendations should be 

preferred to Mr Shaw's.  Dr McClellan put the risk in context and took 

into account the lack of information.103  She also assessed the 

international literature against New Zealand's circumstances,104 and 

then made recommendations for rules for activities which could 

support significant populations of birds, rather than focusing on any 

possible temporary or minor attraction for birds.105   

 

5.25 In the Council's submission, Mr Shaw's approach to risk and his use 

of the precautionary principle is inconsistent with the statutory tests 

for district plan provisions,106 particularly section 32, and consequently 

his evidence should be given little weight.   

 

5.26 The Council submits that the additional activities which CIAL's 

proposed rules seek to manage would not attract a significant number 

of birds.  The particular rules are CIAL's permitted activity rules for the 

following activities within 3 km from the airport: all stormwater 

systems (regardless of size); water bodies greater than 500 m
2
 but 

less than 1,000 m
2
; and any excavation works.107   

 

5.27 It is submitted that these provisions (and CIAL's restricted 

discretionary rule for water bodies greater than 1,000 m
2
 within a 

distance of 8 km from the airport) cannot be justified in terms of 

                                                                                                                                                
102  Dr McClellan EIC, paragraph 3.4. 
103  Dr McClellan EIC, paragraphs 7.1 to 7.14. 
104  Dr McClellan EIC, paragraphs 9.1 to 9.16; Dr McClellan rebuttal, paragraphs 3.8 and 3.10. 
105  Dr McClellan EIC, paragraphs 3.3 and 3.4; Dr McClellan rebuttal, paragraphs 3.13 and 3.16. 
106  For example, see Ms Dawson's questions of Mr Shaw at page 446 of the Transcript for 15 March 2016. 
107  CIAL's proposed Rule 6.7.2.2.3.1 P2 – P4. 
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section 32.  The potential benefits from these additional rules in terms 

of a managing or preventing an increase in birdstrike risk appear 

limited.108  However, the rules will decrease flexibility and potentially 

result in unnecessary consenting costs for persons who, for example, 

are required to manage their stormwater onsite.  

 

ICWT's proposed rules 

 

5.28 The Council opposes ICWT's additional permitted activity rule which 

would provide for water bodies less than 1000 m
2
 at the Peacock 

Springs Conservation Area, even if they are in close proximity to 

existing water bodies, and the total area of the combined water 

bodies would exceed 1,000 m
2
 (ICWT's P4 (ii)).   

 

5.29 Under the Council's proposed rules, these water bodies would be 

permitted, unless the total area of the new water body and any water 

bodies within 0.5 km exceeded 1,000 m
2
.  The effect of the Council's 

proposed rule is that new water bodies smaller than 1,000 m
2 

may 

require consent if they are in close proximity to other water bodies 

and the total combined area is greater than 1,000 m
2
.  

 

5.30 In the Council's submission, ICWT's additional permitted activity rule 

is not needed and the Council's approach is appropriate.  The Council 

submits it is appropriate for birdstrike risk to be considered through a 

consent process if a new water body in conjunction with a nearby 

existing waterbody would exceed the 1,000 m
2 

threshold 

recommended by Dr McClellan.   

 

 

DATED 27 July 2016 
  

 

__________________________________ 
D J S Laing / H P Harwood 

Counsel for Christchurch City Council 
  

                                                                                                                                                
108  See Dr McClellan's rebuttal, paragraphs 3.8 to 3.13, 3.18 to 3.20, and 3.25. 


